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Abstract. This paper describes the joint approach of three research
groups to enable a heterogeneous team of robots to exchange belief. The
communication framework presented imposes little restrictions on the de-
sign and implementation of the individual autonomous mobile systems.
The three groups have individually taken part in the RoboCup F2000
league since 1998. Although recent rule changes allow for more robots per
team, the cost of acquiring and maintaining autonomous mobile robots
keeps teams from making use of this opportunity. A solution is to build
mixed teams with robots from different labs. As almost all robots in this
league are custom built research platforms with unique sensors, actua-
tors, and software architectures, forming a heterogeneous team presents
an exciting challenge.

1 Introduction

Due to scientific as well as pragmatic reasons, there is a growing interest in
the robotics field to join the efforts of different labs to form mixed teams of
autonomous mobile robots. In RoboCup, the pragmatic reasons are compelling.
The recent rule change in the F2000 league allows for more robots per team,
and in the RoboCup Rescue league a group of heterogeneous robots with diverse
capabilities is likely to perform better than one system that tries to encapsulate
them all. However, the limited financial resources and the additional maintenance
effort for further robots exceeds the capabilities of many research labs. Also,
the threshold for new research groups to participate in RoboCup is lowered if
they only need to contribute one or two robots to a mixed team, instead of
having to build an entire team. Mixed teams are also motivated from a scientific
perspective. They introduce the research challenge of cooperation within teams
of extremely heterogeneous autonomous mobile systems.

As most robots in the F2000 league are custom built, or at least customised
commercial research platforms with unique configurations of actuator and sensor
configurations, mixed teams from different laboratories are extremely heteroge-
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neous. There are few commonly used high level libraries for sensor data pro-
cessing and reactive actuator design in the community. Furthermore there is a
multitude of methods and schools, each deliberately designing the control archi-
tecture of their robots fundamentally different to their competitors. This makes
the unification of the software of the different robots of a potential mixed team
almost impossible without substantial rewriting of at least one of the team’s soft-
ware. In our opinion it is also undesirable. Why should an autonomous mobile
robot have to commit to any kind of sensor processing or control paradigm to be
able to cooperate with another team mate, if both are programmed to interact
in the same problem domain?

For cooperation between robots, the sharing of information about the envi-
ronment is initially sufficient for successful cooperation. If all robots share both
the same belief about their environment, as well as the same set of goals, similar
conclusions should be drawn. This has proven to be a successful way of coordi-
nating behaviour in RoboCup scenarios [1, 2]. Therefore, a central prerequisite
for successful team cooperation is the unification of the beliefs about the world
of the different agents. The limitations of the individual sensors usually provide
each robot with quite limited information about the state of its environment. So
it is unlikely that the beliefs derived solely from the robots’ own sensors are au-
tomatically sufficiently similar to coordinate behaviour in a shared environment.
Sharing of information might solve this problem.

This paper presents the early stage of an approach of robotic labs from three
different research groups, of the universities of Ulm, Munich and Graz, to be able
to play interchangeably with their different robot platforms in a mixed team.
The main contributions of this paper are along two research directions. First, the
design and implementation of a communication framework for sharing informa-
tion within a team of extremely heterogeneous autonomous robots is presented.
It is hardware and software independent, and can extend existing software ar-
chitectures in a transparent way. Major code rewrites are not necessary to use
this framework. Second, we specify an expressive shared belief state that our
robots can communicate using this framework, to complement own beliefs, and
to coordinate behaviour.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the
three robotic teams. Section 3 shows the design of belief exchange between these
teams. The implementation of the communication framework is presented in
section 4. Related work is discussed in section 5, and we present future work and
conclude with section 6.

2 An Overview of the Three Teams

In this section we will describe the differences between the three teams, empha-
sising those that are relevant to the sharing of a belief state. One of the most
important differences lies in the sensors used. On the level of belief state rep-
resentation, we have found that all teams use different methods of modelling
uncertainty and inaccuracy. This is mostly caused by the different ways in which
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the sensors capture the world. Also, some teams use an egocentric frame of refer-
ence, and others allocentric. Furthermore, fusing information from other players
or the coach into the belief states of individual robots is treated in different ways.

Ulm: The Ulm Sparrows [3] are custom built robots, with infrared based near
range finders and a directed camera. The available actuators are a differential
drive, a pneumatic kicking device and a pan unit to rotate the camera horizon-
tally (180o). The robots act upon an egocentric belief state, and uses inaccuracy
and uncertainty about observations. Fusion takes place for the ball.

Munich: The Agilo RoboCuppers [4, 2] are customised Pioneer I robots, with
differential drive and a fixed forward facing colour CCD camera. They act upon
an allocentric belief state, which models inaccuracy, and which they communi-
cate and fuse locally. Opponent observations are fused with a central Multiple
Hypothesis Tracker (MHT).

Graz: The Mostly Harmless [5] are custom-built robots with a modular design
of hardware and software, motivated by the intention of using the robots in
different domains. They have an omni-directional camera, and laser range finder.
The belief state is allocentric, and fusion is done locally using a MHT.

3 Design of Belief Exchange

The scenario depicted in figure

1
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2

Fig. 1. A RoboCup Scenario

1 shows how belief exchange can
be useful. Player 1 has just shot
at the goal, but the keeper has
deflected the ball, which is now
lying behind player 2. This player
has a good chance at scoring,
but cannot see the ball because
it is outside of the field of view
of its camera. Fortunately, two
defenders observe the ball. One
has a laser range finder, and can
determine the location of the ball
accurately. However, since colour information is lacking, it is not that certain
about what the object is. Fortunately, the second defender has a colour camera,
with which it recognises the ball, even if the localisation of it is not very accu-
rate. Player 2 receives this information from the two defenders, and fuses it to
derive there is a ball behind it. All players compute that player 2 is closest to
the ball, and player 2, determined by locker-room agreement, will turn and try
to score a goal.

This scenario shows that exchanging information allows individual robots
with a limited field of view to acquire information about hidden parts of the
state, and to generate a more consistent and certain belief about the world by
fusing observations from different robots, possibly with different sensors.
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To share beliefs, the teams must agree upon structures that encapsulate this
information. In this section we will discuss the design of these structures. The
three main elements are a time-stamp, the probabilistic dynamic pose of the
robot itself, and a list of observed objects. The main design principle is that we
want an expressive belief exchange structure, but not simply a superset of all
the information that the three teams have used so far.

Time-stamped message-based communication. The beliefs of the robots are
exchanged within the team by a message-based protocol. Messages that are cor-
rupted by packet loss in the wireless network do not influence each other, and
can safely be ignored. As a basic requirement for sharing information in a highly
dynamic environment each message is accurately time-stamped. This allows for
interpolation of the beliefs to minimise the estimation error between messages.

The own dynamic pose. Many sensor data processing algorithms assume that
the probability of measuring a certain quantity is distributed according to a
Gaussian normal distribution. We also use this concept, and represent the robot’s
pose by a three-dimensional vector and covariance matrix. The vector represents
the mean of the Gaussian distribution, with (0, 0, 0) being the centre of the field,
facing the opponent goal. The covariance matrix holds the associated uncertainty
as a three-dimensional Gaussian distribution around this mean. How these values
can be computed is discussed more elaborately in [6]. This probabilistic repre-
sentation allows robots to communicate not only where they belief they are, but
also how certain they are about it. Apart from its pose, the robot also com-
municates its velocity as a tuple (vx, vy, ω). There are no uncertainty measures
for the speed. We call the combination of pose, covariance matrix and speed a
probabilistic dynamic pose.

Observed objects. Apart from their own pose, the shared belief state also
contains a representation of all the observations of objects the robots have made.
Each object is represented by the same dynamic pose and covariance matrix,
which have been discussed in the previous section. Although this representation
is somewhat redundant (goal-posts will never have a velocity), it is very general.
The observed objects are projected in an egocentric frame of reference, in which
the observer always has pose (0, 0, 0).

Each observation must be mapped to one of the objects that can be expected
to be encountered in the robot’s environment. On a soccer field these objects
are the ball, the teammates, the opponents, the corner-flags and the goal-posts.
Any other objects (referee, assistants, flashers) are deemed obstacles. Since ob-
servations can usually not be mapped to one object with perfect certainty, each
observation is accompanied by a list of all possible objects, and the estimated
probability that the observation was this object. Observation-object assignments
with a low probability are excluded from this list, as they are not likely to influ-
ence the decisions of a teammate, and would only use up bandwidth.

3.1 Design Issues

Allocentric vs. Egocentric. The most obvious way to fuse observations of different
robots is by the use of a shared frame of reference. Therefore the robots use the
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allocentric frame of reference defined in the previous section, to communicate
their poses. However, this approach requires knowing where you are with suf-
ficient accuracy, something that cannot always be guaranteed. For many tasks
(shooting a goal, passing to a teammate) it is sufficient to know the relative
location of certain objects to the robot. For these reasons we have decided to
use an egocentric frame of reference for the observations.

Inaccuracy and uncertainty. The differences between the sensor systems of
the teams allow them to derive different information about the objects they
observe. The laser range finder of the Graz team provides accurate information
about object locations, but the uncertainty as to what kind of object it is is not
as certain. The other colour-camera based teams are much more certain about
the type of object (orange ball, yellow goal), but cannot locate the objects as
precise. We have chosen to represent both aspects in the shared belief state, to
allow all teams to express their different types of uncertainty. Appropriate fusion
of this distributed multi-modal perception increases the accuracy and certainty
of each robot’s local belief state.

Object superclasses for observation assignments. To make the list of observa-
tion-object more compact, superclasses of the individual objects have been de-
fined. Often it is the case that a robot recognises a robot as being an opponent,
but not which number it has. Instead of sending that it can be Opponent 1,2,3 or
4, each with the same chance, the robot has the option of sending the superclass
Opponent. The full tree of objects and superclasses can be seen in figure 2.

GoalPost Ball Robot

Dynamic Object

Teamate 1..N Opponent 1..N

OpponentTeammate

GoalPostOppL/RGoalPostOwnL/R

GoalPostOwn GoalPostOpp

CornerFlagOppL/RCornerFlagOwnL/R

CornerFlagOppCornerFlagOwn

CornerFlag

Static Object

Object

Fig. 2. Tree of Object Classes

4 Implementation of the Communication Framework

The team communication uses a message-based, type safe high-level communi-
cations protocol that is transfered by IP-multicast, as such a protocol keeps the
communicated data easily accessible and prevents subtle programming errors
that are hard to trace through different teams. As the communication in a team
of autonomous mobile robots has to use some kind of wireless LAN, that is noto-
riously unstable especially in RoboCup tournaments, a connection-less message
based protocol is mandatory. This way, network breakdowns and latencies do
not block the sending robot. To save bandwidth, IP-multicast is used, since this
way each message has only to be broadcasted once, instead of n times for n
clients.
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The implementation uses the notify multicast module (NMC) of the Middle-
ware for Robots (Miro) [7]. Miro provides generalised CORBA based sensor
and actuator interfaces for various robot platforms as well as higher level frame-
works for robotic applications. Additionally to the method-call oriented inter-
faces, Miro also uses the event driven, message-based communications paradigm
utilising the CORBA Notification Service. This standardised specification of a
publisher/subscriber protocol is part of various CORBA implementations [8].
Publishers (suppliers in their terminology) offer events. The so-called consumers
subscribe to those events. They then receive the events supplied by the publisher
through an event channel (EC). The data exchanged is specified in the CORBA
interface definition language (IDL). Standardised mappings from IDL to most
modern programming languages (C, C++, Java) exist.

CORBA uses a connection oriented (TCP/IP based) communication layer
by default, the NMC module therefore plugs into the Notification Service ar-
chitecture and exchanges events between the robots of a team transparently,
using IP-multicast. For this purpose a service federation quite similar to the
one described in [9] is used. An EC instance is run locally on each robot. A
“NMC event consumer” subscribes for all events that are offered only locally
but subscribed by other team mates and sends them to the multicast group. A
“NMC event supplier” in turn listens to all events published via IP-multicast
and pushes those into the local event channel, that are subscribed but not of-
fered locally. To keep track of the offered and subscribed message types, NMC
utilises two fields of the standard event message format: The domain name and
the type name. By convention, the domain name contains the name of the robot
producing the event. The type name describes its payload. As these fields are
also part of the native offer/subscription management and filtering protocol of
the notification service, robots can easily determine whether events they offer
are currently subscribed in the team, and skip their production entirely if there
are no subscribers.

Figure 3 illustrates

Supplier B Consumer B

Consumer ASupplier A

NMC Consumer ANMC Supplier A

NMC Supplier B NMC Consumer B

Multicast Group

Notification Channel

Notification Channel

Robot B

Robot A

A1, A2

B1, B2 A1, B1

A2, B1

A1, A2

B1

A2, B1

A1

B1 A1, B1

A1 B1

A1, A2, B1

A1, B1

A1

B1 A1

B1

A1, B1

Fig. 3. A Federated Notification Channel Setup

a sample configuration
of the notification chan-
nel setup. Two robots
(A, B) produce two
types of events (1, 2),
the resulting events are
{A1, A2, B1, B2}. The
events in the supplier
and consumer boxes
denote the offered and
subscribed events. The
events labelling the
arrows denote the actual
flow of events. Note that
suppliers and consumers can offer/subscribe for multiple events.
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Communicating the IDL-specified belief state discussed in section 3 at 10Hz
with all teammates uses, on average, less than 10% of the available bandwidth
of a standard 802.11b WLAN (11 MBit/s). This should be available, even on
heavily loaded networks, such as those in RoboCup tournaments.

We would like to emphasise that even though our main goal is to communicate
belief states, this framework is not limited to this information only. In principle it
is possible to communicate any type of information, for instance role assignments,
utilities, coaching advice.

5 Related Work

Team wide information sharing is a well-known concept in RoboCup. CS Freiburg
used a global world model fused on a central coach computer by the use of
Kalman and particle filters [10]. It was then sent back to the team mates. The
system was based on a very accurate LSR-based self localisation. High accuracy
was achieved by using the walls that enclosed the field up to 2001 as landmarks.
An early attempt of information sharing in the legged-robot league is described
in [11]. However, this approach suffered from the severe network latencies of the
communication device available on this platform.

The idea of cross team cooperation has some tradition within the RoboCup
leagues. In the simulation league, the source code of many teams was published
on the Internet allowing new participants to base their new team on previous
participants of simulation league tournaments.

One of the most successful mixed teams in RoboCup has been the German-
Team, which participates in the legged-league [12]. The GermanTeam is a coop-
eration of five universities participating with one team and one code repository.
The exchange and integration of software is enabled by a standardised hardware
platform, as well as a modular software design.

The most similar mixed team cooperation effort was done by the Azzurra
Robot Team. They built a middle size league national team from various Italian
universities. They also used a (proprietary) publisher/subscriber communication
protocol, utilising UDP. However, their focus was on explicit role assignment and
coordination strategies among the field players [13]. Unfortunately the Italian
national team was dissolved after the RoboCup tournaments in 2000.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Currently each team has its own fusion methods. The data exchanged is designed
in such a way that each team should be able to use it for their fusion, as well as
supply the data required by the other teams. Sharing the same belief state will
allow us to compare the different methods better, as the belief state abstracts
from the sensory differences of the teams. In the long run, a unified fusion can
be expected, as all teams will try to get the best out of the shared information.

In this paper a CORBA based communication framework for sharing informa-
tion within a team of extremely heterogeneous autonomous robots is presented.
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Our three teams have extended their existing software architectures with this
framework, enabling transparent communication between these teams. We have
also introduced the shared belief state we communicate using this framework,
and discussed the underlying design principles and motivations.

The design of the mixed team communication for sharing beliefs was started
on the altruistic ground of scientific experimentation. Nevertheless it might turn
into a necessity, as it seems that not all three teams can afford to attend this
years Robot Soccer World Cup in Lisbon as an independent team.
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